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conomic and Environmental
osts of Obesity
he Impact on Airlines

uring the 1990s, the mean weight of American adults rose
pproximately 10 lb according to data from the National
ealth and Nutrition Examination Survey conducted by the
ational Center for Health Statistics (Table 1). The direct
ealth and disease implications of this change are serious,1

ut indirect economic and environmental effects are relevant
s well.

During 2000, air travelers flew approximately 515 billion
assenger-miles in the United States.2 The U.S. Department
f Transportation estimates that on average each gallon of jet
uel powers an airliner to transport 7.3 tons of passengers or
argo 1 mile by air (1994 data).3 Therefore, the average
merican weight gain over the last decade required the
onsumption of an additional 350 million gallons of jet fuel in
000, roughly 2.4% of the total volume of jet fuel consumed
n domestic service that year.4 At an average jet fuel cost of 79
ents per gallon,4 airlines spent approximately $275 million
n 2000 to transport this additional adiposity. The extra jet
uel consumption also produced environmental impacts, re-
ulting in an additional 3.8 million tons of CO2 emissions,
nd smaller quantities of other pollutants such as NO2, CO,
nd particulates.5,6

Although these rough calculations do not take into ac-
ount variables such as the age, race/ethnicity, gender,
ountry of residence, weight distribution of the flying public,
r the variation in fuel efficiency by type and age of aircraft,
hey do highlight the order of magnitude of additional
reviously undocumented consequences of the ongoing epi-
emic of obesity in the United States.

In 1995, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) set the
ecommended average weight per adult passenger used in
alculating aircraft loads at 180 lb in summer and 185 lb in
inter.7 In May 2003, in response to the January 2003 crash of
commuter airplane in which passenger and baggage weight
ight have been a factor, the FAA ordered airlines tempo-

arily to add 10 lb to the assumed average weight of its
assengers when calculating aircraft loads.8 The FAA is
xamining information on current passenger and baggage
eights to revise rules to better account for the increased
eight of the average passenger.9
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able 1. Estimated mean weighta of adults aged �20 years,
nited States, 1988–1994 and 1999–2000

ear

Mean weight (lb)

Male Female

988–1994b 180.7 152.3
999–2000c 189.2 163.7
hange �8.5 �11.4

On the basis of physical measurements.
From National Center for Health Statistics.10

From National Center for Health Statistics, National Health and
utrition Examination Survey 1999–2000, unpublished data, Hyatts-

ille MD, February 2, 2004.
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